Challenge the 5 missions set in real world locations!

**Mission 1:**
- **Washington**
- **Paris**
- **Miami**
- **Tokyo**
- **Dubai**

A mission in the airspace over Miami. Suitable for beginners.

**SPEC**
- **Size:** 1930 (W) x 1850 (D) x 2600 (H)
- **Weight:** 400kg
- **Power Consumption:** 350W (maximum)

Feel the Sky of War, annihilate your foes!

*This screen orientation is intended for enjoyment. Final details may change without notice.*
The real cinematic experience of Dome Screen is here!!

Absolute realistic sensation!
Never before experienced cinematic of being "embraced within the sky"

Variety of breathless situations as if in Hollywood movies!

Destroy the enemy aircraft with simple controls!
Anyone can become an ace pilot

Equipped with gimmicks to experience the impact of explosions and destruction!

Utilizing the back window and slim smoke door enabling the screen to be seen from outside, this game will become No.1 in visibility in the store!